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‘Thought beyond play.’

That is our new motto, and this is our new look. After
the release of Five out of Ten #3, we went back to the
drawing board to create a publication that is easier to
navigate and better to read.
Once again, we’ve sourced the best independent videogame criticism on subjects no one else is covering.
How can videogames help us understand what it’s like
to feel disguised in day-to-day life? What if ultraviolence
is part of your day job? How would we know if we were
dreaming within a game? Why are so many games set
on islands? Does anyone care about Superman these
days? How do games tell better stories than other media,
and where do they fall short?
The future of play is not a new generation of consoles:
it is a closer examination of games, in a place where
experience meets investigation and fact meets fiction.
It is our thoughts that go beyond play.
One thing is for certain, though... the greatest stories
are yet to be told.

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief of Five out of Ten. This month, he’s been
reading Agatha Christie novels and enjoying the unusually pleasant British summer. He’s still Irish, honest.
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Going Stealth
Hitman: Blood Money and Gender Passing.
When life becomes a game of stealth.

Going Stealth

Hitman: Blood Money and Gender Passing
Samantha Allen

T

he mirror seems to scream my artifice. I can
see every telling detail: the small outcropping
of flesh-coloured lace beneath the hairline of my
wig, the tiny spot on my chin that I didn’t shave
perfectly, the peculiar prominence of my brow line.
I look down at the sink and try to focus on the
frothy lather that’s building in my hands, but I can
feel her staring at me. She’s washing her hands,
too, but she’s stopped all of a sudden. I steal a
sideways glance through the mirror and notice
her eyes moving up and down with a characteristic rapidity and intensity. She’s reading me. She
knows I’m transgender.

“You shouldn’t be in here,” she insists forcefully
and, when I protest, she threatens to call security.
Or maybe she starts to hit me with her purse. Or
maybe her overzealous boyfriend is in the men’s
room. I’ve had nightmares about this scenario; it
plays in my head every time I walk through a door
that says ‘Women’. It will happen to me someday,
but up to this point, I’ve been lucky.
In her game dys4ia, Anna Anthropy wrote, “I feel
like a spy whenever I use the women’s bathroom.”

I know how she feels. When I enter a restroom, I
immediately take stock of the situation. Is there a
queue? I don’t like to stand around; it gives people
more time to examine me. Are there parents with
kids in here? Mothers are often the most insistent
police. The whole affair feels sadly, uncannily like
a stealth game.
The affinities between stealth games and
transgender experience run deep. In the transgender community, we even use the phrase ‘going
stealth’ to describe living full-time without most
people being aware of our transgender status or
our identities prior to transition. We also talk about
‘passing’, a term we use to describe successfully
interacting with others without being ‘read’ as
transgender.
For trans* folks though, the consequences of
failure are more dire than a Game Over screen.
If the wrong people catch us we can be humiliated, detained, beaten, or murdered. A stream
of heart-breaking headlines threatens to erode
our already fragile foundations. For us, visibility
all too often means violence. Not everyone can
pass successfully; not everyone wants to.

E

nglish has two words for the same thing: isle
and island. The first derives from the Latin
insula while the second comes from the Old
Germanic agwjō- (water) and landa (land). They
both mean a bit of land surrounded by water, a
feature of the Earth that has been important to
people for a long time.
While islands have been key locations for human
settlement and trade, for as long as we’ve been
able to build boats, they are symbolic for separation as well as connection. In Latin, īnsula means
not only ‘island’ but also an apartment block of
lower class citizens- as if islands of plebs exist in
a sea of ‘proper’ citizens.

To see an island as a symbol of separation is
understandable enough, since it’s not always
easy to cross a body of water to get there. For
this reason, islands occupy a special place in the
history of human thought as locations where not
all of the regular rules apply. The word isolation,
then, means to be made into an island; to isolate
something or someone means to separate from
the rest of the world.
The Secret of Monkey Island, Myst, Dead Island,
Far Cry and more: islands are long popular in
videogames. To uncover what makes islands
such compelling locations, we’re going to have
to visit them.

Isolation
Isolation
Oscar Strik

When you open your eyes, you
are near the shore...

D

reams are where the
surreal meets the familiar,
blanketed through a thick fog
of obscurity we numbly accept.
In one, I’m at high school,
inexplicably naked, surrounded
by everyone, without a thought
orin Link’s
a care
as to how in the
Who is dreaming
Awakening:
world
I got there. Quite simply,
the character, or
the player?
in a dream, there is no ‘how’ or
‘why,’ there is simply the now.

Awakening

Awakening
Julian Williams

I

n another dream, I was Link from The
Legend of Zelda. I crept through a dingy
blue-green dungeon, looking for a way out,
completely alone. Behind me, a gigantic
leathery hand phased out of the wall – these
are the Wallmasters, which grab you and
whisk you back to the dungeon entrance.
But instead of grabbing me, a knife was in its
hand. There was a slash, I fell to the ground,
and I woke up, heart racing.
When Link is first marooned in Link’s Awakening, an owl swoops in and tells him that he
must wake the Wind Fish residing in a giant
egg to escape Koholint Island. This requires
him to gather eight instruments from shrines
and defeat the Nightmares within. When you
first hear this, it seems logical enough for a

Zelda game – ‘Gather Eight Magical MacGuffins’ is the series’ modus operandi – yet, on
second glance, it’s total nonsense. How did
we get from defeating Ganon by collecting
the Triforce in the first game to waking a giant
winged sea creature from a giant egg with
eight instruments? Yet, I never questioned it.
Link’s Awakening was released for the Game
Boy in 1993, then remastered for the Game
Boy Color in 1998. It seems like a regular
entry in the Zelda franchise when a shipwrecked Link lands on Koholint Island, found
by a young girl called Malon. The hidden
truth is that this is all a dream world and Link
is actually unconscious. Koholint Island has
been conjured by his sleeping mind.

Is it a BIRD?

Is it a plane?

Man of Silicon

Why does the world’s greatest hero appear
in the world’s worst games?

is it a bad game?

Alan Williamson

S

uperman is back on the silver screen with the
release of Man of Steel, which is at least the
fourth time the world’s greatest hero has received
a reboot. Lois and Clark, Superman Returns, Smallville, that animated series… no matter what the
media executives try, Superman has never really
appealed to me as a character. I’ve always found
him boring: a goody two-shoes with all of the
power and none of the personality.
In Frank Miller’s seminal Batman reimagining The
Dark Knight Returns, Superman makes a guest
appearance as a pawn of the US Government who
is sent in to curb Bruce Wayne’s incessant winged
vigilantism. Historically, Superman is described as
standing for “truth, justice and the American Way”,
although it seems he really stands for whatever

political variant of the American Way is currently
in office. Despite Superman’s origins as a male
power fantasy that reflects American exceptionalism, the character himself is a blank canvas on
which to pin the ideals of the time.
While he actively chooses to be good, rather than
being inherently good in some theological sense,
that depends on your definition of ‘good’. In Red
Son, Superman’s spaceship crash-lands on Earth
twelve hours later than the accepted canon. Due
to the Earth’s rotation he ends up in Soviet-era
Ukraine, and wins the Cold War for Russia through
virtue of being invulnerable. Without ruining the
book, which comes highly recommended, Superman’s desire to solve the world’s problems spirals
into outright totalitarianism.

Nier
“Sometimes surviving isn’t
Death
enough...
sometimes you
Killing is Charmjust have
to try and make
Experience
less
the world a better place.”
How L.A. Noire makes violence boring.

Alan Williamson

“Hidden so deep in veils of deceit,
Imprisoned in twisting spells,
Are we the plaything of fiends,
Or merely the dreams
That we’re telling ourselves?”

KILLING IS CHARMLESS:
How L.A. Noire Makes Violence Boring

T

Ed Smith

he backlash against BioShock Infinite represents
something healthy in today’s game criticism. Despite
garnering critical acclaim from the enthusiast press,
bloggers and commentators have taken the game to task
over its violence. Infinite’s art design, political
overtones and grand vision were not tinsel enough to
distract from its high body count, and that’s a positive shift.

Game violence is getting its day in court. Spec Ops: The
Line, Hotline Miami and of course the tragic shooting
at Sandy Hook Elementary School have urged us, makers
and reviewers alike, to try to address the relationship
between games and killing. The AAA space remains more or
less unchanged and will continue, for a long time, to do
well off first-person shooters, but dissent is spreading: When a game as high-profile as BioShock Infinite
is being described by Kotaku as “insanely, ridiculously
violent”, it feels like tastes are maturing.
However back in 2011, the conversation around game
violence was broadly similar. This was the year that
brought us games called Killzone 3, Bodycount and
Bulletstorm. We had Saints Row: The Third that let us
beat people to death with a dildo, and Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare 3 which did for game violence what 1990’s
Pretty Woman did for prostitution.

storytellers
Storytellers
Videogames have always told stories. The limitations of early
technology in the Eighties led to simple tales, like a plumber
rescuing a princess from a castle or a giant yellow pie eating
lots of drugs, but increasingly powerful equipment has afforded
game creators greater expressivity.
Thirty years later, the trend for game stories to ape cinema is
being overturned: To The Moon, Braid and Hotline Miami show
that games can tell stories in unique and fascinating ways. In
this issue, we look at games as storytellers: where interactivity
meets cinematography, decisions change destinies and players
become poets.
How do games tell better stories than other media, and where
do they fall short?

Nier Death Experience

Alan Williamson

“Hidden so deep in veils of deceit,
Imprisoned in twisting spells,
Are we the plaything of fiends,
Or merely the dreams
That we’re telling ourselves?”

Nier Death Experience

A game where the ending changes every time you play.

Y

ou can often spot a bad story within mere
pages, but you only know a great story once
you’ve reached its ending. There’s a lot hinging
on the denouement, and it’s amplified by how
long it takes you to get there: we can tolerate
a bad ending to a two-hour action movie, but a
TV show’s plot may have to contort through an
entire season’s worth of endings to tie up the
loose threads. While often stylistically modelled
after cinema, videogame stories have more in
common with a novel in terms of investment.

We play for the journey, rather than the destination.
CNN reported in 2011 that only one in ten players
actually finish a game’s story. Despite the inclusion
of a story-driven campaign, for most Call of Duty
players the only narrative is an online nightmare
war where soldiers are doomed to fruitlessly shoot
each other in the face for eternity. In role-playing
games, particularly the recent entries in Square
Enix’s Final Fantasy series, the playable bits often
come second fiddle to the plot and the lavish
computer-generated cut scenes, blurring
the line between games and the derided ‘interactive movies’ of the 1990s.
Interactivity allows for non-linear
stories, and modern games take the
format pioneered by Choose Your Own Adventure
books to branch into multiple choices of story.
Telltale’s The Walking Dead has broadly the same
destination for all players, but the journey is
pleasantly malleable. Cavia’s 2010 game Nier
takes a different approach: players experience four different endings, building on top
of each other in subsequent playthroughs.

Call Her Back

N

ot only is Nier composed of multiple endings,
but its origins come from one of the many
endings of Cavia’s previous work Drakengard.
In that ending, the protagonist and his dragon
pursue a monster through a transdimensional
portal from their own universe into ‘real world’
Tokyo, where they are both shot down by
military jets. The decaying dragon corpses
produce a strange white particle, the otherworldly effects of which turn the world
into a ‘metropolis of salt’, leading to the
events of Nier which is set in the year 3361.

Are you still with me? I’m not even sure I am.

Rand’s Rapture
Ed Smith

“You have no control of yourself,
of your spirit. To an Objectivist
like Rand, that’s a fate
worse than death.”

Rand’s Rapture
What happens if we play Bioshock from
the perspective of Objectivism?

A

yn Rand is a terrible spokesperson for her own
work. In her interview with Mike Wallace from
1959, she implies that Objectivism — or Randism,
as Wallace calls it to Rand’s annoyance — is a
philosophy upon which you can build an ideology. She comes across as genuinely believing that
Objectivism can form the basis of a government
. She says she believes in no taxes, few laws and
the separation of state and economics. She comes
across, as deluded.
But if you read her work, specifically Atlas
Shrugged, it’s actually surprisingly reasonable.
Rather than try to outline how an Objectivist
government could be formed, the book conveniently ends before any of the protagonists find
themselves in power. That’s not a mistake: Rand
is a bad spokesperson because she gives the
impression that Objectivism is a philosophy of
government when in fact her books are parables.
Rather than delve into the logistics, legislation

and politics of creating an Objectivist society, her
fiction explores the personal. Her characters are
all wealthy — they own steel mills and railways
— but those material possessions are just extensions of their character, analogies through which
Objectivism is explored as an individualistic way
of life. The paradox that people including Rand
seem to overlook is that Objectivism, by its nature,
has to come from people and not institutions. It’s a
philosophy of selfishness, of agency; it espouses
any system that would manipulate or control a
person’s actions. It fundamentally cannot be a
philosophy of government. Objectivism is something you have to do yourself.
I had this in mind the last time I played BioShock.
If for the sake of brevity we take the doctrine
of Objectivism to read “to each what they have
worked for; your own happiness is foremost” then
the game actively discourages you from acting
as an Objectivist.

Go Tell The World
Oscar Strik
“A mess is inelegant, a clutter, a
shamble, a terror. We recoil at it, yet
there it is, and we must deal with it.”

Go Tell The World
The best game stories don’t describe
characters; they describe worlds.

C

an you name a game with a really good story?
When I was confronted with that question, I
couldn’t think of an obvious answer. Sure, names
started popping into my head — Planescape:
Torment, Grim Fandango — but I couldn’t really
say if they were particularly good stories or just
good games.

We often talk about ‘games telling stories’ and
‘storytelling in games’, and we ask questions like
“are movies/novels/plays better at telling stories
than games?” but this isn’t necessarily the right
approach. As Ian Bogost argued a few years ago,
videogames are “a mess”: as cultural artefacts they
have a ton of feelings and experiences attached to
them, and those can lie on different levels. Many
are naturally related to the representational and
play content of the game, whether it’s the feeling
of terror in Amnesia, the rush of a perfect daredevil

run in Super Mario Galaxy, or the sense of camaraderie with Garrus in Mass Effect. But there are
also feelings attached to games — and consoles
— as objects. There’s something charming about
old fashioned game boxes, and I’m sure my wife
and I are not the only ones who ritually blow on
the connectors of old NES cartridges to make
sure they run properly.
In other words, story is far from the only angle from
which to approach the value of games.
When I think about the games dearest to my heart,
many of them have what I would call, for better
or worse, a great world. One of the strong points
of videogames is the projection of a virtual world,
and crucially, one that can be more or less freely
explored.

The Breaking of the Bat
Julian Williams

“Even a cursory glance at Rocksteady’s game yields gaping plot
holes you could drive the
Batmobile through.”

The Breaking of
the Bat
The Arkham series are great Batman games,
but are they great Batman stories?

T

he Dark Knight is like a really good run of
comics, as claimed by the writer Chris Sims
among others. It is a film that plays fair with the
viewer and has something important to say.
Spoiled by its success, it’s unfortunate that its
videogame counterpart, Batman: Arkham City —
despite the great combat, voice acting, and ability to capture the sense of being Batman — feels
much more like a confusing and overcomplicated
run of comics.

As a story, it’s not irredeemably terrible – a decent
story involving the Penguin is always noteworthy
for me – but even a cursory glance at Rocksteady’s
game yields gaping plot holes you could drive
the Batmobile through. The premise sees super
villain psychologist Dr. Strange convince Mayor
Sharp to help him build a sub-city within Gotham
to house criminals, who have free reign within
its walls. How in the world could they get away
with that? Where did they get that kind of money?
Was there no government oversight to shut down
such an inhumane project? Gotham in the comics
and films has always been an awful place to live,
corrupt at the very core. So, I suppose this could
be justified by saying the city really is that rotten
and anyone can get something done with enough
muscle and money.

Bruce Wayne gets caught up in this after being
apprehended while protesting the prison’s existence, and once inside is captured by his old buddy,
the Joker. Joker is poisoned from Titan serum
after the events of Batman: Arkham Asylum and
transfers the toxins via blood transferring, forcing
Batman to seek a cure for them both.
It’s a masterstroke of villainy, and it directly ties
Batman to the Joker’s fate in a way that doesn’t
feel forced. However, the plot envelope is pushed
when Joker reveals he’s been donating his
poisoned blood to hospitals. After this, the envelope explodes and its wordy contents spill everywhere with the introduction of Ra’s and Talia al
Ghul. I understand the concept that the city houses
a gallery of rogues, but Ra’s isn’t imprisoned - he’s
sitting in his house inside Arkham City, not Arabia…
the place where he actually lives.
Not only is Ra’s chilling out in Arkham City’s League
of Assassins base, but there’s also a Lazarus Pit, a
mystical pool that gives him immortality. This lies
under an abandoned theme park called Wonder
City. There’s talk of Ra’s starting Wonder City using
the power of the Pit, but it’s more nonsense that
compounds the game’s already soft science. The
Lazarus Pit grants immortality at the cost of sanity,
and also provides a convenient power source? I

Worlds Apart
Samantha Allen

“I don’t have any surreal monsters to
battle, but my human antagonists
are all too real.”

Worlds Apart
Silent Hill gives insight into the different
worlds our lives can occupy.

I

’m not scared of the impossible creatures of
Silent Hill, hiding in rusted corners of shadowy
rooms. The industrial environments sprayed with
blood and strewn with viscera do not frighten me.
I can ignore the crackling of my radio and the
incantations of the town cult. I’ll admit that Pyramid Head unnerves me, but even that fear can
be swallowed.

amiss. But the majority of a Silent Hill game takes
place in the Fog World, a bizarre hybrid of the
town’s actual geography and the protagonist’s
innermost fears and desires. Occasionally, and
without warning, the already-unsettling Fog World
becomes a nightmarish Otherworld as the gloomy,
refracted daylight dissolves into the abjection of
night.

What really terrifies me about the world of Silent
Hill is its sinister suspension between multiple,
conflicting realities – its liminality. The place called
‘Silent Hill’ is poised somewhere between the clear
skies of the Real World, the shrouded streets of the
Fog World and the menacing, unpredictable incursions of Otherworld nights. The town is a blueprint,
skeletal architecture that remains constant across
three overlapping dimensions.

The horror of Silent Hill for me is knowing that
somewhere, in another dimension, a baby is being
born in the same hospital wing in which I am bleeding to death. Children are laughing in the same
amusement park in which I am screaming in horror.
A couple is having sex in the same hotel room
where I am writhing in pain. I feel overwhelmed,
drowning at the bottom of an ocean of nightmares
as moonlight teases me from the surface.

In the Real World, Silent Hill is a functional New
England resort town where nothing seems to be

I first visited Silent Hill years before my gender
transition while vacationing with my family on

Don’t miss out on the full edition of Storytellers,
our essential new issue. Get it from
http://fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and Kindle
downloads.
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